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Motor oil . . . high quality motor oil . . . has always been essential to

protect and maintain the performance designed into Ford-built

engines. It's even more essential in 1968 engines. In fact, high quality

motor oil is so important to 1968 engines that Ford has developed a

new engineering specification (M2C101-B) to describe the type of

motor oil used as service fill. Motor oil that meets specification 101-B

must be used throughout the life of the 5-year, 50,000-mile warranty

for 1968 vehicles.

Use of motor oil that does not meet Ford Specification M2C 101-B,

when oil is added or at each oil and filter change interval, may void

the warranty.

Many of the high quality motor oils of the leading oil companies

meet Ford Specification M2C101-B. Ford Motor Company under

stands that oil companies are informing service stations, etc., of the

specific motor oils that meet Ford's new 101-B specification. If this

information is not available, or there is doubt about which motor oil

to use, contact your oil supplier and obtain written concurrence that

he is supplying you an M2C101-B motor oil.

CLEARLY write the full brand name and grade of oil used on all

customer receipts. Owners must show evidence of the use of a 101-B

oil to their Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer to obtain the annual

certification of warranty.

WHY SPECIFICATION 101-B?

Ford's 1968 engines continue the proven features (with refinements)

that provide thousands of miles of service. They are carefully de

signed, quality built and backed by a 5-year, 50,000-mile warranty.

The only major change is the addition of a
"closed"

crankcase emis

sion control system to all engines.

Federal law requires that all 1968 U.S. vehicles be equipped with

air pollution control systems. The crankcase emission system must

be the
"closed"

type. Ford initially used crankcase emission control

devices on some 1961 California registered vehicles. Continuous test

ing programs by Ford Lubrication Engineers since these first emission

control devices were installed have revealed conclusive evidence

that:

While
"closed"

crankcase ventilation systems significantly

reduce hydrocarbon emissions by recirculating blow-by

combustion gases and crankcase fumes through the fuel in

duction system, they also increase the load on the motor oil,

and complicate the lubrication system because of the con

stant recycling of highly acidic blow-by gases. If these acids

from fuel combustion remain in the engine in the presence

of an unbalanced or low quality motor oil, they are not

neutralized; and usually cause high rates of corrosive wear,

varnish and sludge deposits.

High quality motor oil, heavily fortified with a properly

balanced formula of over-based metallic detergents and

polymeric dispersants, however, do not cause these engine

problems.

Graphic evidence of what happens to engines that use low quality

motor oil is shown on page 3 . . . alongside of the same components

from engines using high quality motor oils that meet Ford Specifi

cation M2C101-B.

VOL. 68 FPM 1 LITHO IN U.S.A.



CHANGE MOTOR OIL

WARRANTY REQUIREMENTS

OFFICIAL FORD ENGINEERING PHOTOS ILLUSTRATING THE EFFECTS OF
LOW QUALITY VS. HIGH QUALITY (FORD SPEC. M2C101-B) MOTOR OIL

OIL PLUGGED

(NON-OPERATING)

OIL FREE

(OPERATING)

Figure 1Closed Crankcase Emission Valves

PCV valve on left was used with low quality oil. Sludge

from acids result in one of the major causes for engine

damage and poor performance. PCV valve on right was

used with high quality motor oil.

Figure2V-8 Engine Blocks

Engine block on left shows practically no evidence of

sludge when used with high qualitymotor oil. Engine block

on right used low quality motor oil and
"valley"

is full of

sludge.

Figure3Crankcase Oil Pump Screens

Oil screen on left used low quality motor oil and is plugged

with sludge. Oil screen on right is from engine that used

high qualitymotor oil.

Figure4Piston and Piston Rings

Piston on left is from engine that used low quality motor

oil. Note plugged oil control ring. Piston on right is from

engine using high quality motor oil.

Figure5Corroded Piston Ring

View of top piston ring from engine using low quality
motor oil showing corrosion. Piston ring is magnified 50
times.

Figure6Corroded Oil Ring

View of oil control ring from engine using low quality
motor oil showing corrosion. Ring magnified 50 times.



CRANKCASE AND EXHAUST

All 1968 Car engines use two systems to keep emission levels

to standards set by the Federal Governmenta crankcase

emission control system, and an exhaust emission control sys

tem. All 1968 Truck (gas) engines also come equipped with

crankcase emission control devices. All 1968 Light Truck

engines have exhaust emission control devices, as do Heavy

Duty Trucks with 240-6, 300LD-6 and 300HD-6 engines.

THE CRANKCASE EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Emission controls were initiated on Ford engines in 1961 for

California registered cars, and nationwide on 1963 models.

These first controls were known as positive crankcase ventila

tion (PCV) systems. Refinements to this system were made

to meet California requirements in January, 1964. This system

and variations of it have been used on all Ford engines since.

Figure 1 diagrammatically illustrates the technical advance

ments and modifications made to meet new emission control

requirements. The latest requirement is that all 1968 engines

use the
"closed"

crankcase ventilation system.

ROAD DRAFT TUBE

OIL FILL CAP

( AIR INTAKE
)"

TO ATMOSPHERE

TUBE TO AIR CLEANER

OIL FILL CAP

(AIR INTAKEI

OPEN MANIFOLD PCV SYSTEM

OIL FILL CAP

AIR INTAKE

CLOSED MANIFOLD PCV SYSTEM

INTAKE ...

-t_
,

OIL FILL CAP

(CLOSED)

VALVE

PCV VALVE

Figure 1Crankcase Ventilation Systems

Figure 2Closed Crankcase Ventilation System

CLOSED CRANKCASE VENTILATION SYSTEM

The closed crankcase ventilation system used on all 1968

Ford-built engines is similar to the
"open"

system used on

most previous engines. However, instead of getting fresh

air through the oil filler cap (as with the open system), the

closed system obtains fresh air through the carburetor air

cleaner. A tube routes the air to the oil filler cap (Fig 2)
which is sealed from outside air. The fresh air circulates

through the crankcase picking up blow-by gases that pass the

piston rings, as well as condensation vapors and crankcase

fumes. The PCV control valve modulates this mixture of

harmful gases into the intake manifold where they combine

with the carburetor air-fuel mixture and are burned in the

combustion chamber. Smog-producing hydrocarbons emitted
to the exhaust system are thus reduced to an acceptable level.

However, because none of these harmful gases can normally
escape the crankcase-especially when the engine is inopera

tive (as through the oil filler cap of the
"open"

system), the

blow-by contaminants are highly acidic. During the time the

engine is shut down (such as overnight) the acids rust the

metal parts of the engine if not adequately protected. Thus
the

need for a high quality motor oil as explained on page 2.





NEW IDLE ADJUSTMENT
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Several controls and devices are used on 1968 Ford Motor Com

pany vehicles to keep exhaust emission within government regula

tionscrankcase emission control (previously called PCV), two

types of exhaust emission control: Thermactor and IMCO (Im

proved Combustion), dual diaphragm distributor with retarded

spark advance and carburetors with idle adjustment limiters. Idle

adjustment limiters restrict the maximum idle richness of the air/

fuel mixture and prevent individuals from making overly rich

adjustments.

There are two types of idle limiters: internal and external. The

internal needle limiter is located in the idle channel (Fig. 1) and is

not externally visible. This limiter is set and sealed at the factory.

Under no circumstances, during normal service or during overhaul,
should the seal be removed and adjustments made to this needle.

This type of limiter is used on the Holley 4-V and Carter 1 -V car

buretors.

DLE LIMITER

/

Fig.1Internal Idle Limiter

The other type of Idle Limiter is an external plastic idle limiter cap

installed on the knurled head of the idle fuel mixture adjusting

screw (Fig. 2). This type limiter is used on Carter 4V and all Auto

lite carburetors. Any adjustment to the idle fuel mixture on car

buretors having this type of limiter must be made within the range

of the plastic limiter cap.

Under no circumstances may the limiter cap, the stop boss, or the

power valve cover, which the limiter caps stop against be mutilated

or deformed in any way to render the limiter inoperative. A satis

factory idle is obtainable within the range of the limiter cap.

VOL. 68 FPM 21 LITHO IN U.S.A.



PROCEDURE FOR '68 ENGINES

Fig. 2External Idle Limiter

The addition of idle limiters doesn't relieve the service

technician from the responsibility of adjusting engine idle

speed and mixture. All the limiters do is prevent overly

rich mixtures, which increase the amount of hydro

carbons emitted to the atmosphere. The service technician

still must adjust engine idle. If performed in accordance

with the procedures that follow, it should be no problem

to keep customer's cars operating at peak performance

. . . and within Federally-established limits for hydrocar

bon exhaust-emissions.

IDLE FUEL MIXTURE ADJUSTMENT

-ENGINE OFF

1. Preliminary Adjustment

External Limiters On all Autolite carburetors and Carter

4V carburetors, set the idle fuel mixture screw (s) and

limiter cap(s) to the full counterclockwise position of the

limiter cap(s).

Internal Limiters On Carter 1-V and Holley 4-V carbu

retors, establish an initial idle mixture screw setting by

turning the screw inward until it's lightly seated. Then,

screw it outward 1 to 1 Vi turns.

CAUTION: Never tighten an idle mixture adjusting.screw

against its seat. If the tapered tip of the screw is damaged,

it must be replaced before a satisfactory mixture adjust

ment can be made.

2. Back off the idle speed adjustment screw until the

throttle plate(s) seat in the throttle bore(s). Be sure the

dashpot (if so equipped) is not interfering with the throt

tle lever. If the dashpot interferes, loosen the dashpot ad

justing screw to allow the throttle plate to seat in the

throttle bore. Also check to see that the hot idle compen

sator is seated on Carter 4-V, Autolite 4-V and on the

crankcase ventilation valve tube on some 2-V carburetors.

3. Turn the idle speed adjusting screw (except Thunder

bird and Lincoln) inward until it just makes contact with

the screw stop on the throttle shaft and lever assembly.

Then, turn the idle speed adjusting screw inward 1 to Wi

turns to establish a preliminary idle speed adjustment.

4. Turn the idle speed adjusting screw (Thunderbird and

Lincoln only) inward until it lightly seats. Then, turn the

screw outward 3Vi turns.

5. Set the parking brake while making idle mixture and

idle speed adjustments. On vehicles with a vacuum release

parking brake, remove the vacuum line from the power

unit of the vacuum release parking brake assembly. Plug

the vacuum line, then set the parking brake. The vacuum

power unit must be deactivated to keep the parking brake

engaged while the engine is running with the transmission

in "Drive".

IDLE ADJUSTMENT-ENGINE RUNNING

1. Attach an accurate tachometer to the engine.

2. Engine and underhood temperatures must be stabilized

before idle adjustments are made. Run the engine at least

20 minutes at 1500 rpm. Position the fast idle screw on

the intermediate step of the cam to hold this engine speed.

1968 CURB IDLE RPM

ENGINE

IMCO THERMACTOR

Auto. Auto. Std.

Trans. Trans. Trans.

170 Six (1-V) 550 700

200 Six (1-V) 550 700

240 Six (1-V) 500 600

289 V-8 (2-V) 550 625

289 V-8 (4-V) H.P. 650 750

302 V-8 (2-V) 550 625

302 V-8 (4-V) 550 625

390 V-8 (2-V) 550 625

390 V-8 (2-V) Prem. Fuel 550

390 V-8 (4-V) 550 625

390 V-8 (4-V) GT 550 700

427 V-8 (4-V) 600

428 V-8 (4-V) 550 625

429 V-8 (4-V) 550

462 V-8 (4-V) 550

BRONCO, ECONOLINE AND F- 100 - F-350 TRUCK

170 Six (1-V) 700

240 Six (1-V) 500 600

289 V-8 (2-V) 625

300 Six (1-V) 500 600

360 V-8 (2-V) 550 625

390 V-8 (2-V) 550 625

MEDIUM AND HEAVY DUTY TRUCKS

All/0 utomatic Transmissic

tandard Transmissio

>n 500

525

rpm

All S i rpm

ChartCurb Idle Speeds1968 Engines



NEW IDLE ADJUSTMENT

3. At the end of the engine warm-up period, connect a

timing light and check initial ignition timing. Engine speed

must be below 600 rpm to avoid erroneous readings due to

partial advance of the distributor. Also disconnect and

plug the distributor to the carburetor vacuum hose. (If

the engine is equipped with a dual diaphragm distributor,

disconnect both hoses (Fig. 3) and plug them) . Also check

the centrifugal advance mechanism.

BOTH LINES

DISCONNECTED

Fig.3Dual Diaphragm Dist. Hose '

Accelerate the engine to 2000 rpm and see if the timing

advances. If the timing advances, the centrifugal advance

is functioning. Check vacuum advance by dropping engine

speed to 1500 rpm and noting the degree of spark advance.

Install the carburetor vacuum line (Fig. 4) and recheck

the timing marks. With the hose connected, there should

be increased vacuum advance.

Fig.4Test Vacuum Advance

Check the vacuum retard on dual-diaphragm distributors

by connecting the intake manifold vacuum line to the

inner (retard) diaphragm side of the vacuum advance

(Fig. 5). Operate the engine at normal idle speed and

check the timing before and after this operation. If the

retard diaphragm is functioning properly, the spark timing

should retard (less advance) after the vacuum hose is

connected.

Fig.5Testing Vacuum Retard

4. Re-connect the distributor vacuum hose(s).

5. Check to make sure the carburetor choke plate is fully
open. On carburetors with a hot idle compensator or

where the idle compensator is in the crankcase ventilation

hose, be sure the compensator is seated to allow proper

idle adjustment.

6. Put a load on the alternator by turning on the head

lights. If the car has air conditioning, turn it to maximum

cooling (except 200 & 302-2V CID engines with auto

matic transmission).

Adjust these engines with air conditioner off. On cars with

manual-shift transmission, the idle must be adjusted with

the transmission in Neutral. On cars with automatic trans

mission, the shift lever must be in Drive. Set the parking

brake while making adjustments. On vehicles with a

vacuum release parking brake, remove the vacuum line

from the power unit of the vacuum release parking brake

assembly. Plug the vacuum line, then set the parking barke.

The vacuum power unit must be deactivated to keep the

parking brake engaged while the engine is running with

the transmission in
"Drive."

IDLE SPEED AND

MIXTURE ADJUSTMENT

1. Adjust the engine curb idle speed to the specifications

shown in the chart on page 3. On Thunderbird and Lin

coln, readjust the idle air bypass screw as required to cor

rect the idle speed. The tachometer reading should be

taken with the air cleaner installed. If you can not adjust

the idle speed with the air cleaner in place, remove it to

make adjustments, but always take the final idle speed

tachometer reading with the air cleaner installed.

2. Turn the idle mixture adjusting screw (s) inward in

small increments to obtain the smoothest idle possible

within the range of the idle limiter(s). On 2- and 4-barrel

carburetors, turn both idle mixture adjusting screws in

ward by equal amounts to maintain balanced fuel dis

tribution. Check for smoothness with the air cleaner

installed.
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As an aid to all service personnel in identifying models and com

ponents, this issue of Shop Tips explains how to read the vehicle

identification plates for all Ford-built cars and trucks from 1961

thru 1968.

The identification plate is coded to describe information such as:

Model Year, Body Type, Interior Trim, Exterior Paint Color,
Transmission Type, Rear Axle Ratio, Engine and Carburetor

Type.

The identification plate is located as follows:

Passenger Cars, Falcon Club Wagons, Econolines

Located on the lock-face of the left front door, or on the left
front body pillar.

Trucks

Located on the lock-face of the left front door, or the upper
cowl panel in the engine compartment, or inner side of glove

box door, or right hand side of radiator support.

Bronco

Located on the inside panel of the glove box door.

The identification plate is either grey or black and identifies the

paint finish as follows:

FOR THE YEARS 1963-64-65

Black plate identifies a vehicle painted with Non-Acrylic

Enamel

Grey plate identifies a vehicle painted with Acrylic Enamel

FOR THE YEARS 1966-67-68

Black plate identifies a vehicle painted with Acrylic Enamel

Grey plate identifies a vehicle painted with Non-Acrylic

Enamel

Note: All Lincoln Continental plates are gold and only Acrylic

Enamel is used on this car line.

D.S.O. CODES (Special Equipment)

Many vehicles such as police cars, taxis and trucks have special

equipment installed. Special equipment is identified by a D.S.O.

code. D.S.O. codes have been stamped into truck plates since 1957

and passenger cars since 1962. In addition, all vehicles with special

equipment delivered since January 1962 have a blue envelope in the

glove box containing a copy of the Special Equipment Parts List

used on that particular vehicle. The selling dealer also has a similar

yellow copy.

A typical D.S.O. number might be 11-0645. The 11 indicates the

district (in this case Boston) in which the vehicle was delivered, and
the 0645 means it was the 645th vehicle with special equipment

delivered for the year. NOTE: On some plates, you may find a

D.S.O. number such as 11-, without a second set of numbers. This

is NOT a vehicle with special equipment. The number (11) refers

only to the District (Boston) in which the vehicle was delivered.

To order special equipment for vehicles delivered after January
1962, simply use the D.S.O. parts lists in the glove box. If the parts
list is not available, then use the D.S.O. code on the identification
plate. If neither is available, give your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury
parts man any information stamped or stenciled on the part. He

can then correctly deliver the part you need.

Heavy and extra heavy duty trucks built at the Louisville

assembly plant since August 14, 1967 have a Truck Specification
List in the glove box. It identifies the 37 major components used

on the truck by part number. Special Order parts are identified by
a ( V ) or (X), and likewise can be ordered directly from your Ford
Dealer.



1968
FORD and LINCOLN-MERCURY

CAR IDENTIFICATION PLATES
FORD FAIRLANE FALCON THUNDERBIRD

MUSTANG RANCHERO MERCURY

COUGAR MONTEGO LINCOLN-CONTINENT/

ASSEMBLY PLANT
CODE"

MODEL YEAR CODE-

BODY SERIAL CODE

ENGINE CODE

(See Chart Below)

CONSECUTIVE UNIT NUMBER

8S62X IOOOOI

NOT FOR TITLE OR REGISTRATION

54A YM

WARRANTY NUMBER /oF</
MAF '*

U S A

I7K 33

BODY COLOR HIM DATE DSO. AX; E TRAMS.

w^d

BODY TYPE CODE

(Use To Order Body Paris)

COLOR CODE

(Use to Order Exterior Paint)

Non-acrylic Enamel Grey Plate

Acrylic Enamel Black Plate

Acrylic Enamel Gold Plate for

Lincoln Continental only

TRIM CODE

(Use To Order Interior Trim)

TRANSMISSION CODE

(See Chart Below)

REAR AXLE CODE

See Chart Below)

DISTRICT or DISTRICT AND

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT CODE

(See Page 2 For Details)

Ford Plate Shown. Other

plates same except for

Mercury or Lincoln

Continental logo.

ENGINES CODES

CODE CYL. CID CARB. VENTURI

A 8 289 4V (Prem. Fuel)

B 6
240*

IV (Police)

C 8
289* 2V

E 6
240*

IV (Taxi)

F 8 302 2V

G 8 462f 4V (Lin.-Cont.)

H 8
390* 2V Auto. Trans.

J 8 302 4V

K 8
289*

4V (Special)

N 8
429* 4V

P 8 428 4V (Police)

Q 8 428 4V

R 8 427 8V (Hi-Perf.)

S 8 390 4V (GT)

T 6 200 IV

U 6
170* IV

V 6
240* IV

w 8 427 4V (Hi-Perf.)

X 8 390f 2V(Prem. Fuel)

Y 8 390 2V(3-Spd. Man.)

z 8 390 4V

"Ford Only
tL-M Only

TRANSMISSION CODES

CODE TRANSMISSION TYPE

1 3 Speed Manual Shift

5 4 Speed Manual Shift

U C6 Automatic (XPL)

w C4 Automatic (XP3)

X Cruise-O-Matic (FMX)*

Y Cruise-O-Matic (MX)*

z C6 Automatic Special (XPL)

Ford Only

REAR AXLE RATIO CODES

REGULAR RATIO LOCKING

0 2.50 1

1 2.75 1 A

2 2.79 1 B

3 2.80 1 C

4 2.83 1 D

5 3.00 1 E

6 3.20 1 F

7 3.25 1 G

8 3.50 1 H

9 3.10 1 (L-M Only)



1967
FORD and LINCOLN-MERCURY

CAR IDENTIFICATION PLATES
FORD FAIRLANE FALCON THUNDERBIRD MUSTANG

RANCHERO MERCURY LINCOLN-CONTINENTAL

COUGAR MERCURY INTERMEDIATE

ASSEMBLY PLANT CODE'

MODEL YEAR CODE.

BODY SERIAL CODE

.
ENGINE CODE

(See Chart Below)

-CONSECUTIVE UNIT NUMBER.

7S62X 100001 WARRANTY NUMBER

NOT FOR TITLE OR REGISTRATION

word

i^brc/

AXLE TR>

MADF IN

BODY TYPE CODE

(Use To Order Body Parts)

COLOR CODE

(Use to Order Exterior Paint)

Non-acrylic Enamel Grey Plate

Acrylic Enamel Black Plate

Acrylic Enamel Gold Plate for

Lincoln Continental only

TRIM CODE

(Use To Order Interior Trim)

DATE CODE

/ne//c////y

Ford Plate Shown. Other

plates same except for

Mercury or Lincoln

Continental logo.

TRANSMISSION CODE

(See Chart Below)

REAR AXLE CODE

(See Chart Below)

DISTRICT or DISTRICT AND

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT CODE

(See Page 2 For Details)

ENGINE CODES

CODE CYL. CID CARB. VENTURI

A 8 289 4V (Prem. Fuel)

B 6
240*

IV (Police)

C 8 289 2V

D 8
427* 8V (Hi-Perf. SOHC)

E 6
240*

IV (Taxi)

G 8 462 4V (Lin.-Cont.)

H 8 390 2V (Auto. Trans.)

K 8 289 4V (Hi-Perf.)

L 8
427* 4V (Hi-Perf. SOHC)

P 8 428 4V (Police)

Q 8 428 4V

R 8 427 8V (Hi-Perf.)

S 8 390 4V (GT)

T 6 200 IV

U 6
170* IV

V 6
240* IV

w 8 427 4V (Hi-Perf.)

X 8 390f 2V (Prem. Fuel)

Y 8 390 2V (3 Spd. Man.)

z 8
390*

4V

Ford Only
fL-M Only

TRANSMISSION CODES

CODE TRANSMISSION TYPE

1 3 Speed Manual Shift (2.77)
2 Overdrive*

3 3 Speed Manual Shift (3.03)*

5 4 Speed Manual Shift

U C6 Automatic (XPL)
W C4 Automatic (XP)
X Cruise-O-Matic

(FX)*

Y Cruise-O-Matic (MX)
Z C6 Automatic Special (XPL)

Ford Only

REAR AXLE COD ES

REGULAR RATIO LOCKING

0 2.79 1 **

0 3.10 1

1 3.00 1 A

2 2.83 1 B

3 3.20 1 C

4 3.25 1 D

5 3.50 1 E

6 2.80 1 F

7 3.36 1*
G

7 3.89 It
8 2.75 1 H

9 4.11 1 1

2.89 It 4

FordOnly tL-M Only "Fairlane, Falcon, Mustang
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Noise, vibration and harshness (or NVH for short) is a relatively new

type of service problem. Automotive engineers, for sure, have long been

aware of the NVH problems created by hundreds of moving parts in a

car all speeding down the highway together. But only since the coming

of many highway improvements, and in particular, our ever-expanding

coast-to-coast network of expressways, together with many refinements

in automobile design have owners become increasingly aware of NVH.

Owners of late model cars are accustomed to driving autos that

operate much quieter than before. If an NVH problem develops, it can

be more annoying than it once might have been and thus the cause of a

complaint. But of even greater significance is the fact that increasing
numbers of motorists travel over improved highways at expressway

speeds of 60-70 mph.

Operating a vehicle within this speed range for prolonged periods

makes a driver extremely sensitive to any pronounced imbalance and

resultant vibration condition.

Correcting such a problem often is quite simple, but locating the

cause of the problem can be frustrating and time consuming IF YOU

DO NOT FOLLOW A SYSTEMATIC DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURE.

Notice the key to correcting NVH problems is to use a
"system."

A

tried and true system that never varies from car to car. A step-by-step
system that may appear long and time-consuming, but in the long run
will save endless hours of frustration. Ford has developed such a system

and it's shown as a flow-chart on page 3. Detailed information on how

to carry out the flow-chart procedures can be found on pages 4 through

13.

Do not "short
cut"

this procedure. Its usefulness as a

dependable diagnostic tool depends upon each step being
performed as shown. Short cuts may solve

"NVH"

prob

lems in rare cases, but more often a short cut acts more like

a "short
circuit,"

VOL.68 FPM31 LITHO IN U.S.A.



VIBRATION AND HARSHNESS

NVH DIAGNOSTIC FLOW-CHART

START

HERE

Discuss problem

with customer.

Install tachometer.

Set tire pressures.

Road test with customer:

A) Record Problem Speed

B) Record Problem RPM

C) Is vibration inten

sified on vehicle

acceleration or

deceleration?

Perform engine run-up

test. (Record problem

RPM)

Problem

Does Not

Exist

Problem Exists

GROUP A.

ACCESSORIES

If
"Yes"

to (C),
check and set pinion

angle as outlined in

Group
"C"

Driveline.

Tighten engine accessory

mounting bracket bolts.

Set all drive belt

tensions. Perform

run-up test.

Investigate engine

accessory drive

systems (belt and

pulley alignment

and condition).

Perform run-up test.

Neutralize the three

engine mounts and

#3 crossmember.

Perform run-up test.

Neutralize the complete

exhaust system.

Perform run-up test.

DISCUSS PROBLEM WITH CUSTOMER

The very first step in diagnosing an NVH problem is to obtain

a complete description of the condition from the customer,

since he usually has noticed it under specific driving conditions.

Try to get as much specific information as possible. For

example:

When does the problem occur?

How long is the car in operation before the problem occurs?

Does the operating temperature or atmospheric
temperature

affect the condition?

At what speeds is the condition most noticeable?

What type of road surfaces causes the problems?

Do any
"unusual"

characteristics accompany the problem?

Did the problem exist when the vehicle was new; or did it

come about gradually, or suddenly?

A gradual appearance indicates a deterioration of a com

ponent such as tires, U-joints, an accessory drive belt, or

a bearing.

A sudden appearance could indicate a lost wheel bal

ance weight, lost drive shaft balance weight, or a recent

undercoating job.

Raise vehicle on

twin post hoist or

jack stands. Remove

rear wheels and tires.

Operate vehicle at

problem speed. Note:

Make sure vehicle

is level.

Problem Exists

Problem Does

Not Exist I

GROUP B.

WHEELS AND TIRES

I

Install rear wheels

and tires. Visually
inspect wheels and

tires tor damage and

wear. Road test unit.

Perform wheel and

tire balance and

runout check.

Road test unit.

Install master
"Test"

tires on

vehicle.

Road test unit.

Inform customer of

tires creating problem.

Assist customer in

resolving problem with

local tire outlet.

NOTE: Information gained in this

manner should never be used in

place of facts gained by follow

ing the diagnostic procedure TO

THE LETTER. This information

should NOT be used in an at

tempted "short
cut"

fix. In the

long run, time will be saved by

adhering to the diagnostic pro

cedure.

ROAD TEST

GROUP C.

DRIVELINE

I

Check and set pinion

angle. Inspect U-joints

and companion flange.

Index driveshaft

180 degrees.

Test on hoist.

Check and correct

companion flange

runout as required.

Test on hoist.

Check driveshaft

runout and correct

as required.

Test on hoist.

Balance the driveshaft

in the vehicle using
hose clamps.

Install rear wheels

and tires.

Test vehicle on

the road.

If driveline is O.K.

on hoist but a problem

exists on road after

tire installation, refer
to tire diagnosis.

Step two is the road test. It should be performed, when prac

tical, on the same roads where the noise, vibration or harshness

are noticed by the customer. If another road must be used,

however, it should be similar to that described by the customer.

Prior to road testing, inflate tires to the recommended pres

sure specification and install a tachometer.

When road testing, the following factors should be con

sidered:

ROAD SURFACE

Rough roads may increase the natural noise level within the

vehicle to the extent where the condition being investigated is

not noticeable.

VEHICLE SPEED

Vehicle speed is an important factor in trouble-shooting noise

and vibration problems. The customer should be questioned

on this point, particularly concerning the exact speed or speeds

where the problem develops. Operate the vehicle at constant



DIAGNOSING NOISE

VEHICLE SPEED (continued)

speed and at moderate and heavy vehicle acceleration and

deceleration. Many times, driving at constant speeds and light

loads will not reveal the problem whereas wide open throttle

acceleration will bring out the undesirable condition. Drive-

line angles, in particular, are sensitive to driveline torque. It is

important to try various drive ranges, in addition to coasting in

neutral (with and without the engine running), to separate

engine noise and vibration from tire and driveline problems.

Accelerating the engine while coasting in neutral may bring
out a vibration that was thought to be in the driveline.

Drive at a steady speed, within the problem range, to deter

mine if the vibration changes intensity several times per min

ute ("comes and goes"). If this occurs, it is a possible indica

tion that two or more problems exist.

*F>3
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Figure 1Road Test

OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF COMPONENTS

Often, noise and/or vibration are noticed only during the

warm-up period and, conversely, these problems may be de

tected only after all components, such as engine, transmission

and axle, are at operating temperature. If the driver states that

the problem does not develop until the car has been driven a

certain number of miles, it is an indication that operating tem

perature has a bearing on the problem.

ENGINE RUN-UP CHECK

This procedure is useful in separating driveline and tire prob

lems from engine and accessory problems. A tachometer is

required to correlate engine speed with vehicle speed. Run the

engine up to the problem RPM (encountered on the road)

with the vehicle stationary and the transmission in
"PARK"

or

"NEUTRAL"

and then in
"DRIVE"

range (stall test).

CAUTION: While making this test in the
"DRIVE"

range on

automatic transmission equipped vehicles, do not hold

the throttle open for more than five (5) seconds at a

time. Then move the selector lever to
"NEUTRAL"

and run the engine at 1000 RPM for about 15 seconds

to cool the converter.

On standard transmission equipped units, run the engine up

to the problem RPM (transmission in neutral) with the clutch

engaged and disengaged. With automatic transmission, if the

problem persists in either
"PARK"

or
"NEUTRAL,"

the dis

turbance may be caused by the engine, an accessory such as

the A/C compressor when engaged, the flywheel or flex plate,

clutch or torque converter, or an input component within the

transmission. However, if the problem exists in
"DRIVE"

range, then the disturbance may be caused by bound-up engine

mounts and/or exhaust system components.

THROTTLE OPENING

Some noise and vibration problems are dependent upon throttle

application. Problems that originate in the exhaust system are

many times evident only at a particular throttle opening, engine

speed, and load.

TRANSMISSION GEAR RATIOS

It is important to find out from the customer if the condition

of which he complains is noticeable only in a specific transmis

sion gear. This would apply to both the manual and automatic

transmissions. Certain factors, such as engine speed and trans

mission gear speed, are quite different in the lower gear ratios

than in direct drive. Also, operating the vehicle in the various

gear ratios will tend to eliminate certain components as con

tributing factors to the complaint. For example, if a vibration

appears at 50 MPH in high gear, but disappears at this same

road speed in intermediate, it is probable that the vibration is

being generated in the engine or its accessories.

NOTE: Because the vehicle is stationary during the engine

run-up checks, other noises and/or vibrations will be

come evident which were not evident under normal

driving conditions. For instance, all engines have a

natural vibration frequency which can be felt in neu

tral but not under normal driving conditions. For this

reason, the use of a tachometer is mandatory to verify

the presence of the real problem.

GROUP A-ACCESSORIES

CHECK ACCESSORY BOLT TORQUES AND

DRIVE BELT TENSIONS

In many instances, a problem verified by the engine run-up
check is simply due to a loose accessory bracket or drive belt.

For this reason, all accessory attaching bolts should be checked

for proper torque and all drive belts checked for proper tension

with a belt tension gauge.
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If you've been looking for information about the world's leading
performance carsFord, then this is the place for you . . . "Perform

ance
Corner."

A special section of timely topics and tips straight from

the people who design and build everything from LeMans and

Indianapolis-type winners to outstanding performers for the street

and/or drag strip. This first article deals with Ford's big one . . . the

427 wedge. It features information on the parts and specifications

required to build
"hot-setups"

for . . . ( 1) trophey winning
"strip"

or

"street"

use, and (2) an all-out competition package that's strictly for

the
"strip"

only.

FORD'S 427 CID
"WEDGE"

ENGINE

Modern combustion chambers come in a number of
shapeswith the

oval or
"Hemi"

(as used in Ford's 427 DOHC engine) and the
"wedge"

(as used in the production car 427 engine) being the most popular.

The term
"wedge"

arises, of course, from the shape of the cylinder

head cross section (Fig. 1). It produces a highly efficient
"swirling"

action of the incoming combustion gases, that produces the smoothest

operation of any street performance engine. The

wedge-head design also has proven to be a

strong, economical and dependable design

which indeed goes for the whole 427 engine. It's

a true performance engine, yet reliable. In other

words, Ford builds plenty of performance into

the 427 for strictly
"street"

use, yet there's lots
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CAP CROSS-BOLT

SPACER LOCATION

IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS

CAP CROSS-BOLT

TORQUE SEQUENCE

Figure 2427 Cylinder Block

WHAT'S YOUR PLEASURE?

If there's a special article or sub

ject you want covered, let us

know, by writing:

Performance Corner

Autolite-Ford Parts Division

Merchandising Services Dept.

P. 0. Box 3000

Livonia, Michigan 48151

Figure 1Wedge-shaped Com

bustion Chamber

Figure 3Impact-extruded

Piston and Special Connecting
Rod

of room to modify for even more performance. Which makes the 427 an ideal engine

for the performance enthusiast ... a fact that has made it a winner on the street and

track, since its introducion in 1963.

NOTE: Some modifications may affect the warranty. Be sure and discuss this

situation with the dealer.

The 427 features a deep super-strong
"Y"

shaped block of precision-cast alloy iron

. . . reinforced for precise bearing alignment and greater rigidity with Ford-pioneered
"cross-bolted"

main bearing caps (Fig. 2) . . . large oil galleys . . . and an oil pressure

safety relief valve (Fig. 2) to help prevent excessively high oil pressure during cold

engine operation.

To withstand the 427's high torque output, the crankshaft is of forged steel for

greater durability . . . with special steel-backed, copper-lead alloy replaceable bearing
inserts. Impact-extruded pistons and special forged-steel connecting rods (Fig. 3)

. . . together with a precision ground, high lift-type cam and lightweight valve train



427 FOR STREET/ST

. . . lets the 427 operate easily in the ultra-high 7000 rpm

range.

Excellent breathing characteristics, achieved by means of cyl

inder heads with smooth, extra-large ports and fully machined

combustion chambers, round out just a few of the leading
features that make Ford's 427 wedge a potent and one of the

most reliable mass-produced performance engines on the

market today.

Since its introduction in 1963, the 427 has come in one basic

block designwith cross-bolted main bearings. Improvements

and minor modifications have been made from time to time, but

most are rated about the same as the 1966-67 versions. And

that is . . .

Horsepower

Torque

4V

410 @ 5600 rpm

476 @ 3400 rpm

8V

425 @ 6000 rpm

480 @ 3700 rpm

. . . and remember, that's strictly stock, or just as they come

in the crate from the factory.

If you want more
"go"

than the production 427 provides,

exotic modification and expensive components aren't necessary

. . . thanks to a wide range of Ford performance equipment,

available at Ford and Lincoln-Mercury dealers. This is the

best part of owning a 427, namely the availability of
"factory"

performance equipment the average enthusiast can afford and

maintain. For instance, look at what can be built using almost

| strictly Ford parts.

STREET AND STRIP PERFORMANCE

High performance and high rpm's generally go together. The

camming and carburetion required for performance, however,

usually don't contribute to a smooth-running car at relatively

low street rpm's. But as previously pointed out, the 427
wedge-

head design lends itself to smooth street
performanceeven

with a solid lifter cam. Overall smoothness drops but slightly

with the following modifications:

( 1 ) Every engine to be used in competition should undergo a

comprehensive check of clearances, balancing, Magnafluxing
and a

"boilout"

in degunking fluid. For
"street"

only use, it's

not a bad idea either; but for
"strip"

use it's mandatory. The

stress and strain created within an engine while popping the

clutch off the line at the strip, and running through the gears

around 7000 rpm is something else again. The best insurance

for peak performance and durability under these conditions is

to clean, check and blueprint the engine.

(2) If you have a used block, boil it out and have it Magna-

fluxed. Take a close look at the webbing, main bearing caps,

cap bolts, and the cylinder head area around the head bolts for

stress cracks. Either eyeball it very carefully, or use one of the

spray-on crack finders. Nicks and scratches should be smoothed

from all machined surfaces. Check for flatness with a steel

straight-edge. Grind away any casting flashings, clean all oil

galleys with a wire brush and check tapped holes. Balance parts

and assemblies. The specification chart on page 6 lists several

critical balance weights. If the block is new, you can skip the

boiling operation, but not the Magnafluxing. One last thing.

Check-the block for trueness in the bottom end. If it's out of

specifications, have it line bored. Remember, this is a racing

engine and everything about the crankshaft centerline must be

right on the money.

(3) Install special 12.5:1 high compression
"eyebrow"

pistons

(Ford Part No. C8AX-61 10-A with Dyke ring), stock cylinder

heads (Ford Part No. C5AZ-6049-C) and
0.015"

thick steel

shim head gaskets (Ford Part No. C3AZ-6051-B) to obtain a

compression ratio of 12.5:1. Piston to deck height (Fig. 4)

should be
0.025"

with a 90 cc. cylinder head volume. This

combination is acceptable for the street and strip.

DECK HEIGHT

CLEARANCE

Figure 4Measuring Deck Height Clearance

Individually fit each piston to a cylinder, then mark or stamp
the piston to show the cylinder number it was fitted for. Piston

skirt clearance should be 0.007", measured even with the pin

boss and perpendicular to the pin itself. Fit the piston pins to

the connecting rods with a clearance of
0.0007"

to 0.0009".

Use stock Ford piston pin retainers.

(4) Install a stock forged steel crankshaft (Ford Part No.

C5AZ-6303-C). It should be Magnafluxed, balanced and

checked for straightness. Assemble the crank to the block on

stock Ford main bearings (Ford Part No. C5AZ-6333-AA

lower and C5AZ-6333-AB upper). Main bearings AND rod

bearing clearance should be
0.0025"

to
0.003"

for street use.

For the strip, clearance should be 0.003". Connect pistons to

the crankshaft with stock Ford connecting rods (Ford Part No.

C5AZ-6200-D). A later type connecting rod with a
"J"

suffix

has been released. If available, they should be used instead of

the "D". Both rods are the same except for a little heavier cap
on the "J". No matter which connecting rod is used, polish

the rods the full length of the shank and remove all sharp edges

or small pits that might cause a fracture under extreme loads.

Remember, the engine may be wound up as tight as 7500 rpm

when it comes off the line. That's no time for a failure, so polish
the rodsfirst with a wheel, then with paper.

Assemble the rods to the crank and check rod side-clearance

(Fig. 5). A stock 427 will be about 0.019". This should be

increased to a minimum of
0.025"

by machining the inner

facing surfaces of the connecting rods. Then have the complete

rod assembly balanced before fitting it to a balanced crankshaft.

A balanced, stock flywheel (Ford Part No. C5AZ-6375-P),

weighing 30 pounds, should be bolted to the crank. These

balancing operations are all most critical. They're NOT an

option: they're a MUST.
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MODIFYING THE

has a
"lift"

of
0.500"

(theoretical) and a
"duration"

of
324

(theoretical). This makes it a little hotter grind than the pro

duction cam
(0.500"

lift and
306c'

duration). Complete speci

fications are shown in the Camshaft Chart on page 4. Usually

with a new cam it's advisable to install new valve springs,

surge dampers, retainers, lifters, etc. Either new or used parts,

however, may be used as long as the spring pressure specifica

tions shown in the Camshaft Chart on page 4 are met.

(6) Assemble cylinder head (Ford Part No. C5AZ-6049-C)

with hollow intake valve (Ford Part No. C5AZ-6507-N) and

sodium-filled exhaust valve (Ford Part No. C5AZ-6505-N) .

Make sure the intake valve seat and face angle is 30. The

valve seat width should be
0.035"

at the outer edge of the valve

for drag strip racing only. For street use, the width should be

0.070".

\ 3

Figure5Checking Connecting Rod Side-clearance

Install stock Ford rod insert bearings (Ford Part No. C5AZ-

621 1-G). Torque the rod bearings to 58 foot-pounds and the

main bearings 105 foot-pounds. Refer to Figure 2 for the

correct tightening sequence. Tighten main bearing cross bolts

to 42 foot-pounds. And here is a reminder about torque

wrenches. Tighten bolts in increments of 10 foot-pounds. This

is no place to see how fast you can get the job done, so easy

does it. If you apply pressure and the bolt doesn't feel right,

STOP, and find out why. Check for nicks or burrs that can

cause binding. If a bolt suddenly seems to tighten too easily,

there's a good chance it's beginning to fatigue. That can mean

trouble ahead, so take a little extra care when assembling

the engine.

T
SPRING

HEIGHT

/W

(5) Install solid lifter cam (Ford Part No. C4AE-6250-B). It Figure6Checking Spring Pressure Height

CAMSHAFT STREET/STRIP STRIP ONLY

SPECIFICATIONS PERFORMANCE PERFORMANCE

Camshaft Part Number C4AE-6250-B C8AX-6250-D

Lifter Type Mechanical Mechanical

Rocker Arm Ratio

TIMING

Checking Clearance

1.76:1 Adjustable 1.76:1 Adjustable

Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust

0" 0.100"

lift
0 0.100"

lift
0 0.100"

lift
0 0.100"

lift

Opens (BTC) (BBC)
56

(BTC) 0(BTC)
88

(BBC)
31

(BBC)
60

(BTC)
13

(BTC)
94

(BBC)
47

(BBC)

Closes (ABC) (ATC)
88

(ABC)
28

(ABC)
56

(ATC)
3

(ATC)
90

(ABC)
39

(ABC)
56

(ATC)
5

(ATC)

Overlap
112 112 116 116

Duration
324 324 330 330

VALVES

Head Diameter (Max.)
2.195" 1.733" 2.195" 1.733"

Angle of Seat & Face
30 45 30 45

Lift (Max.)
0.500" 0.500" 0.600" 0.600"

Recommend Holman & Moody

SPRINGS

Outer Valve Closed (Max.) 90 lbs. (a,
1.82"

90 lbs. (a.
1.82"

or Crane Spring Kit.

Spring pressure and installed spring

Outer Valve Open (Max.) 305 lbs. (a
1.32"

305 lbs.
1.32"

height specifications included with kit

NOTE: Timing and lift specifica tions must be those found at the Cam when cht eking clearances are set as specified above.
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Ford Division, with three of the most successful introductions
ever

Thunderbird, Falcon and
Mustang feel they have another sure-fire

winner in the Cortina. Though built in England, where Cortina leads

the best seller list, it's not just another import . . . Cortina is a fully
Americanized car with many "better

ideas"

from Ford. With imported

car sales fast approaching the 800,000 mark, and expected to go

much higher, Cortina ought to fit perfectly into this fast rising market.

Backed by the same vigorous marketing and promotional activities as

for every other car in the Ford Family of Fine Cars, sales of Cortinas

should create plenty of new parts and service business. The following
information is presented to help you prepare to take advantage of

this great NEW sales opportunity by learning all about the 1968

Ford Cortina.

MODELS

The 1968 Cortina comes in five models:

Cortina GT 2-Door Sedan

Cortina GT 4-Door Sedan

Cortina Deluxe 2-Door Sedan

Cortina Deluxe 4-Door Sedan

Cortina Deluxe Station Wagon

Essentially, the GT model is a more powerful and sporty version of

the Deluxe model. For instance, the GT comes equipped with:

Radial ply tires on special flat ledge wheel rims

4-speed manual transmission with close ratio gears and heavy duty
drive shaft

Floor-mounted gearshift

Stiffer front suspension and traction arms added to the rear sus

pension

Larger drum brakes on the rear

More powerful engine

Special trim and instrumentation: electric clock on console, 7000

rpm tachometer, oil pressure gauge and ammeter gauge

The 1968 Cortina Specification Chart on page 9 fully describes the

2-door Cortina GT. Other models are the same except as shown.

VOL. 68 FPM 49 LITHO IN U.S.A. Figure 1Typical Head Design for
"In-line"

Engine



MODELS, FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

BOWL-IN-CROWN

COMBUSTION CHAMBER

FEATURES

ENGINE

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The engine is a four cylinder, in-line, overhead valve design

operating on a four stroke cycle, ft features new, advanced-

design
"bowl-in-piston"

and a
"cross-flow"

head for more

power, better performance and higher efficiency than similar

engines. The engine is available in two models: a 1600 cc.

(cubic centimeter) displacement design for Deluxe models

and a more powerful 1600 cc. version for GT models. The

GT engine has special intake and exhaust manifolds, a

modified camshaft for increased valve life and dwell, a 2-bbl

Weber carburetor and a compression ratio of 9.2: 1, as com

pared to a 9.0:1 compression ratio and a single barrel car

buretor on the Deluxe model engine. Both engines use

premium fuel.

"CROSSFLOW"

HEAD

Most
"in-line"

engines, are designed so the intake manifold

is on the same side of the engine as the exhaust manifold. In

the case of the Cortina, the carburetor and intake manifold

were previously above the exhaust manifold on the left side

of the engine (Fig. 1). This arrangement tends to restrict

the "free
breathing"

capacity of the engine. Not only do the

gases have to turn a sharp corner to get out, but the position

of the valves in the cylinder head results in a baffling or

masking effect that obstructs the flow of gas, making it tur

bulent rather than smooth.

CYLINDER HEAD

EXHAUST

MANIFOLD

INTAKE MANIFOLD

BOWL-IN-PISTON ^L-J

COMBUSTION L
CHAMBER

/"

Figure 2Cortina
"Crossflow"

Head Design

Figure3Cortina
"Bowl-in-Piston"

Design

However, the Cortina engine has been redesigned so the

carburetor and intake manifold are now positioned on the

right side of the engine; opposite the exhaust manifold (Fig.

2) . Intake and exhaust valves are placed on opposite sides of

the cylinder head, with the intake valve positioned so it

encourages a natural swirling or spiral movement of the

incoming air/fuel mixture into the cylinder on the descend

ing intake stroke of the piston. This swirling action is the key
to good combustion as it more completely mixes the air and

fuel mixture right up to the moment the spark plug fires for

maximum power and smooth performance. After the air/

fuel charge is burned, exhaust gases move smoothly across

the cylinder without having to turn any corners to get into

the exhaust manifold. The net result is an engine that

breathes better, thereby becoming more efficient and pro

ducing more power for a given quantity of fuel; in much the

same manner as an athlete who improves his performance

by improving his breathing capacity.

BOWL-IN-PISTON

Along with the crossflow head design, Ford has another

better idea with a
"bowl-in-piston"

design (Fig. 3). This is

a design whereby the combustion chamber is machined very

accurately from the piston head, instead of the cylinder head.

The cylinder head is virtually flat to accommodate the cross-

flow design. The spark plug (a long reach Autolite AG 22

for GT models, or AG 32 for Deluxe models and Station

Wagons) is located so that only a very short flame path is

required to ignite the air/fuel mixture, resulting in a very
rapid and controlled burning of the air/fuel mixture. Much

closer control can be maintained over combustion chamber

shape, volume and surface finish. And the valves can be

larger and the intake and exhaust ports designed to the

crossflow configuration.
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The bowl-in-piston combustion chamber is compact

offering minimum surface area to the burning air/fuel

charge when gas temperatures are at their highest around

top dead center.Less heat is then lost to the cooling system.

With less heat wasted, more heat is available for useful

work. This reduced
"chilling"

of the burning air/fuel mix
ture helps bowl-in-piston engines of a 9: 1 compression ratio

to show thermal efficiencies comparable to those normally

obtained at 10:1. The net result is better all-around perform

ance, and good low-speed torque for improved pickup and

acceleration when passing another vehicle.

VALVE COLLETS

Figure4
"Ribbed"

Valve Retainers (Collets)

VALVES

The valves have
45

seats and are mounted almost vertically

in the cylinder head. Intake valves are
2.2"

in diameter and

exhaust valves
1.25"

in diameter.

The intake valve head has a diffused aluminum coating to

increase resistance to high temperature oxidation and to

form a hard wearing surface on the seating area. Under no

circumstances should the faces of
"aluminized"

intake valves

be ground or the valves lapped, as this will remove the coat

ing and reduce the valves wear and heat resistant properties.

If the valve faces are worn or pitted, it will be necessary to

fit new valves and recut the valve seats or; alternatively, lap
the seats using dummy valves. The exhaust valves may be

lapped or the faces ground if required.

The valves have been designed to rotate slowly on their

seatings, to prevent localized heat build-up. Wear and noise

are reduced, while valve seating conditions are improved

even though higher temperatures are present due to greater

power output. Beginning at about 1500 rpm, vibrations and

rocker arm action tend to cause valves to rotate naturally.

Ford takes advantage of this phenomenon by using tapered

valve retainer locks (collets), which have three ribs that

correspond to three grooves in the valve stem (Fig. 4).

The two halves of the retainer locks butt together, leaving
a small radial clearance, instead of clamping to the valve

stem as in the normal manner. The valve is then free to

slowly rotate, much like a nut on a vibrating bolt.

CYLINDER BLOCK

The cylinder block is cast iron and is cast integrally with the

upper half of the crankcase. Cylinder bores are machined

directly into the block, and graded for size. The grade

number of each bore is stamped on the push rod side of the

cylinder block, adjacent to the top face. Standard and over

size cast iron dry type liners are available.

The cylinder head gasket is asbestos with a steel core. Com

position type gaskets must not be used with Cortina engines.

CRANKSHAFT

The cast iron crankshaft features five large diameter main

bearings (Fig. 5) as compared to the 3 or 4 main bearings

for most other engines of this size. The five bearing design

lowers stress in the bottom end and reduces crankshaft whip
to provide for longer engine life and smoother, quieter per

formance. The crankshaft runs on steel-backed copper/lead,

Figure 5Five-bearing Crankshaft
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Having detailed how to get the most out of Ford's famous,

long time winnerthe 427 wedge (January 1968 Shop

Tips, "Modifying the 427 for Street/Strip), Performance

Corner now takes you inside an all new Ford high per

formance engine . . . the 428 Cobra Jet.

Figure 1-428 Cobra let

The 428 Cobra Jet answers the call for a reliable, streetable high

performance engine, yet one that can be economically modified, from

readily available factory parts, into a consistant winner at the track.

Ford Stock Vehicles calls it, "A real bread-and-butter high perform

ance
engine."

The 428 Cobra Jet is all that . . . and more.

In absolute showroom condition that's with stock engine, chassis and
tiresthe 428 Cobra Jet turns the quarter mile in about 13.5 seconds

e.t. and 106 mph. A street/production setup, that runs like that, ought

to be a potent performer when modified. And it is, as already proven

VOL. 68 FPM 63 LITHO IN U.S.A.

Figure 2-Al Joniec Wins Super Stock Eliminator Title at 1968 NHRA
W internationals with 428 Cobra Jet Powered Mustang
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by the 1968 Winternationals record book. Al Joniec, driving
a specially prepared Mustang with a 428 Cobra Jet, took first

place in SS/E class. And do you know who finished second?

Hubert Piatt, that's who, driving another 428 Cobra Jet pow

ered Mustang. Al Joniec then came right back and beat all

other Super Stock class winners to become Super Stock Elimi

nator of the 1968 Winternationals. He also set a record of

1 1 .49 seconds e.t. and top speed of 120.6 mph. And that was

against the largest field of super stockers ever assembled.On

its very first try, the 428 Cobra Jet not only makes Ford

competitive in stock and super stock classes . . . it's a winner!

Al and Hubert will have to keep their engines finely tuned,

however, if they want to continue winning, because every

performance buff can now get the same high performance

parts, that they used, from Ford. That's right. A whole host of

factory high performance parts are available to everyone

beginning right now! The 428 Cobra Jet brings trophy win

ning runs within the reach of allwhich should make for

sensational competition at the tracks.

Yet the production 428 Cobra Jet is quiet, easily
street-

driven and economical to buy and operate . . . especially in

comparison to many other exotic performance enginesmost

of which are out of reach of most performance enthusiasts.

But not the 428 Cobra Jet.

Beginning April 1, the 428 Cobra Jet will be optional in 1968

Mustangs, Cougars, Fairlanes and Montegos. And plenty of

high performance parts will also be available to modify the

428 Cobra Jet.

NOTE: Some modifications may affect the new car

warranty. If you plan to modify the 428 Cobra Jet, be

sure to discuss this situation with your Ford or Lincoln

Mercury dealer. Of course, the warranty does not apply

to any engine that is used in a competive event, defined

in the warranty as: "Competitive events shall be defined

as formal or informal time trials, competition with any

other vehicle, or any abnormal application of stress to

the vehicle or the components thereof in a competitive

situation."

As you can see, there's good reason to call the 428 Cobra Jet

a
"bread-and-butter"

performance engine. Here's a high

volume, regular production engine that can turn in amazing

performance right off the showroom floor, yet can be modi

fied into a fully competitive strip winner. Let's see what

makes the production 428 Cobra Jet such a potent performer,

discuss the parts that can be used on other Ford big-inch

wedges, and explain how to modify the 428 Cobra Jet for

the strip.

PRODUCTION 428 COBRA JET ENGINE

The 428 Cobra Jet (CJ.) is built around the 428 Thunder

bird engine introduced in 1966 Fords and Thunderbirds.

Only Ford models continue to use it for 1968, as 1968

Thunderbirds use the new 429 engine. However, except for

the engine block, little similarity exists between the 428

Thunderbird and 428 Cobra Jet engines. Ford took the 428

Thunderbird engine block design, carefully selected a num

ber of already mass-produced parts, and added some new

high performance parts to come up with the 428 CJ. Costs

were thus kept to a minimum.

This also accounts for Ford's ability to offer the 428 C.J. as

a regular production option, rather than a limited production

high performance engine. And as we will discuss under modi

fying the 428 C.J., this also allows the use of many 427 high

performance parts. The following chart lists some of the

more important specifications for the production 428 CJ.

1968 428-4V COBRA JET

Type 8-Cyl. 90 V OHV

Displacement 428 Cu. In,

Bore 4.13

Stroke 3.98

Compression Ratio 10.7:1

Brake Horsepower (3 Speci lied rpm 335 (g 5600

Maximum Torque (lb. ft.) (2 Specifiec rpm 445 (" 3400

Idle rpm (Adjust with lights on)

Manual Transmission 700-750

Automatic Transmission 650-700

Valve Lifters Hydraulic

Fuel Premium

Carburetor 735 Cfm 4V

Spark Plug Autolite BF-32

Spark Plug Gap
0.028"-0.032"

Firing Order 1-5-4-2-6-3-7-8

Distributor Point Gap
0.017"

Ignition Timing (BTDC) (Vac disconnected)
Manual Transmission

6

Automatic Transmission
6

Valves

Intake Solid Stem
2.097"

Dia.

Exhaust Solid Stem
1.660"

Dia.

1stAl Joniec, 1968 Winternationals SS/E 2nd-Hubert Piatt, 1968 Winternationals SS/E
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428 CJ. BLOCK

The 428 CJ. features a controlled microstructure, improved

cast iron block. This is the same type of alloy cast iron that is

used in 427 blocks, to provide higher strength characteristics.

Standard 2-bolt main bearing caps are used (Fig. 3), instead

of the cross-bolted main bearing caps employed in the 427.

Cross-bolted bearings contribute to durability in high speed,

long distance races and in certain dragsters, such as the super

charged fuel eliminators. However, they aren't necessary

for the type of operating conditions for which the 428 CJ.

was designed; street use or
"stock"

and "super
stock"

drag
competition. And of course, it should be noted that the 428 CJ.

only winds up to the 5,000-6,000 rpm range, as opposed to the

7,000-plus range of the 427. The 428 Cobra Jet is basically a

street engine, but one that can be modified to run in the classes

which the average performance buff can affordthe stock and

super stock classesand 2-bolt bearing caps provide plenty

of strength for this usage.

Dimensionwise, the 428 CJ. block is identical to the 428

Thunderbird engine, and similar to other big-block Fords.

Cylinder heads, intake manifold, oil pan, and the like, all bolt

right on without any machining. The oil pump shown in

Figure 3 is the heavy duty type used in the 428 Police Inter

ceptor engine and is geared for high output.

428 C.J. CRANKSHAFT

The crankshaft (Fig. 4) is made of "nodular
controlled"

cast

iron, with high strength characteristics. The bearing journals

are drilled to provide good lubrication during high rpm,

high load conditions. The oil groove in the middle of each

connecting rod journal is only recommended for the strip and

will be covered under the modification section. The groove

does not appear on production crankshafts.

Figure 4-428 C.J. Crankshaft

Main bearing journal diameters and connecting rod bearing
journal diameters are identical to 427 journals. However,
instead of the special thin-wall type bearings used in the 427,
standard type steel-backed, copper/lead insert bearings are

used in the production 428 Cobra Jet. Use of the thin-wall

type bearings will be covered under modifications.

By comparing the bore and stroke dimensions (Fig. 5) of

Ford's big-block engines, it can be seen that no other crank

shaft can be used in the 428 CJ. unless special rods and

pistons are also used.

BORE AND STROKE COMPARISONS

Engine Bore Stroke

352 CID
4.00" 3.50"

390 CID
4.05" 3.78"

406 CID
4.13" 3.78"

427 CID
4.23" 3.78"

428 CID
4.13' 3.98"

429 CID
4.36" 3.59"

Figure 3-428 Cobra Jet Block Figure5Critical DimensionsBig Block Ford V-8's
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INTRODUCTION

Ford recently introduced a second generation of Econolines and Club Wagons.

Inside and out, bumper to bumper, and from tires to roof they're full of

"better
ideas"

that put them way ahead of similar vehicles.

MODELS

FORD ECONOLINE

Econolines come in three body styles: Cargo Van, Display Van and Window

Van. Cargo Vans have solid side panels and feature windowless right-side and

rear cargo doors for maximum security. Optional vent-type or stationary win

dows are available for the cargo doors. Display Vans come with stationary

windows in the right side, rear cargo doors and the right rear quarter panel

for natural lighting of bins and shelves. Vent-type side or rear cargo door

windows are optional. Window Vans feature stationary windows all around

for better visibility. Vent-type windows are used in the cargo doors. They are

also available in the left side panel opposite the right side cargo doors.

Each of the three body styles can be built on either of two wheelbases:
105.5"

or 123.5". Econolines with a
105.5"

wheelbase are called Regular

Vans and
123.5"

models are called SuperVans.

FORD CLUB WAGON

1969 Ford Club Wagons are available

with seating arrangements for 5, 8, or 12

passengers and 9 passengers with table.

The 5-, 8-, and 9-passenger models are

built on either the
105.5"

or
123.5"

wheelbase. The 12-passenger model comes

only on a
123.5"

wheelbase.

Camper conversion models of both the

Econoline and Club Wagon can be pur

chased through Ford dealers.

Longest wheelbases in industry

VOL. 68 FPM 72 LITHO IN U.S.A. 5 PASSENGER PASSENGER 12 PASSENGER 9 PASSENGER
Witt TABLE



ECONOLINE and CLUB WAGON

and Specifications
CLUB WAGON

NEW FEATURES

You can swing from driver's seat

inlo cargo area

No engine hump 111 the cargo area

Less body side tape.

from floor to roof

Cargo doors have push-button handles

and slam-type latches
Outside service center

for oil, water, battery

OLD
"INTRUDER"

DESIGN

NEW FORD

"CLEAR
DECK-

DESIGN

Twin I-Beam Iront suspension

and a wider track

Figure JEngine Location Comparison

Flattop wheelhousings make

loadspace more usable

Wheelbase is longer but overall

lenglh is about the same

Unobstructed clear floor area

is much greater

In completely redesigning the Econoline and Club Wagon,

Ford moved the engine, front axle and associated parts

forward. This produced a whole host of better ideaslike:

An outside service center.

Easier driver entry.

Driver access to the cargo area, without getting out of

the van.

New suspension system with better stability and han

dling.

More cargo space for bigger payloads.

Ford also added a new, powerful 302 CID V-8 engine

option, and many other features. Here is a brief rundown

of the more important highlights.

INCREASED CARGO SPACE

Moving the engine forward (Figure 1) substantially in

creased the cargo area (from 23% to 37% more usable

space, depending on the model). Regular Vans now have

more than 8!/2 feet of clear floor space behind the driver's

seat and measure 1 lVi feet from the instrument panel to the

rear doors. SuperVan models measure more than 10 feet

from behind the driver's seat to the rear doors. The distance

from the instrument panel (to the right of the engine) to the

rear doors, is more than 13 feet. More load-space has been

achieved even though bumper-to-bumper dimensions have

increased less than two inches.

Front and rear tread widths have also been increased to over

6'/2 feet. Together with the new, longer wheelbases, the

wider tread contributes to good riding quality and excellent

stability whether the vehicle is loaded or unloaded. Max

imum payloads for each series are shown in Figure 2.

SERIES E-100 E-200 E-300

Maximum GVWObs.) 4,500 5,400 7,600

Maximum Payload (lbs. ) 1,265 1,725 3,500

Figure 2Load Capacity
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Models, Features
DISPLAY VAN

TWIN-I-BEAM FRONT SUSPENSION

Ford's exclusive Twin-I-Beam front suspension has now

been added to Econoline and Club Wagon models. It pro

vides solid I-Beam durability and ruggedness, with each

front wheel attached to its own forged steel I-Beam axle and

held in alignment by a forged steel radius rod.

High ride qualities are, nevertheless, achieved with coil

springs, double-acting shock absorbers and independent

front wheel action. Twin-I-Beam front suspension softens

up the rideyet toughens up the Econoline and Club Wagon

to provide easier steering on turns, better stability on the

highway, lower maintenance costs and longer tire life.

Figure3Twin-I-Beam Front Suspension

TURNING RADIUS

Short-turn maneuverability is an important asset in city

driving. The redesigned suspension system provides very

sharp wheel cuts (Figure 4). The Regular E-100 Vans can

turn within a 40-foot diameter circle; the curb-to-curb turn

ing circle of the E-lOO SuperVan is only 45.7 feet.

NEW 302 C.I.D. V-8

Ford's all new 302 CID, 205 horsepower, V-8 (Figure 5)
is available to handle the bigger payloads. Hydraulic valve

lifters and a silent timing chain keep engine noise down to a

whisper. Two 6-cylinder engines continue to be available;

the 170 CID, 100-horsepower unit, and the 240 CID, 150-

horsepower engine. All Ford engines have a closed crank

case emission control system to reduce crankcase emissions

to the atmosphere, and a thermostatically controlled air in

take system for improved economy and performance.

Figure 4Sharp Wheel Cut Figure 5-302 CID-V-8
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Be a

SafetyBug!
VACATION-TIME SAFET

SAFETY CHECKS MAKE MORE THAN

JUST GOOD SENSE

Nearly half the states now require some type of vehicle safety inspection.

The Auto Industries Highway Safety Committee sponsors a yearly nationwide

safety check in May and June. You may be taking part in one of these programs.

And, of course. FordMotor Company pioneering and long-time research into

the art of designing and building more sturdy, dependable vehicles, has made

it a leader in automotive safety for many years.

CORRECTION: March, 1968 Shop Tips

Figures 4 and 21 illustrate the 428 Cobra Jet

crankshaft with an optional oil groove cut in

the MAIN bearing journal. The caption and

copy incorrectly said the groove was in the

CONNECTING ROD journal. All references to

this oil groove, which can be cut into the pro

duction crankshaft to improve lubrication under

the extra high load conditions of strip operation,

should be changed to read "main bearing
journal."
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FORD'S Automotive Safety Center World's first centralized, fully equipped

laboratory for automotive safety researcha "total
system's"

approach to vehicle

safety.

Safety makes sense to a lot of people. Vehicle safety checks can make more

than just good sense to you. Hardly anybody wants to drive an unsafe car,

but few have the know-how or inclination to check out and maintain their

cars for safety. They depend on service technicians like you to maintain it.

That makes safety checks good business because they help assure:

Customer Safety
Better Customer

Relations

Increased Parts and

Service Business

Official figures from 1967 show the leading causes for vehicles failing the

safety check were:

. Rear lights (28%) . Stoplights (15%) . Brakes (10%)

. Headlights (22%) . Turn Signals (13%) . Tires (9%)

Notice you can easily and quickly check these items. In fact, it only takes a

short time to perform a complete safety check. It can be well worth your

while, for safety checks can lead to increased parts and service sales .

NOW is the time to become a safety bug!
Your customers will soon be coming in
to get their cars ready for summer

vacation travel. Use this timely article

from Ford to help you recommend the

services necessary to provide a safe

care-free trip . . . beginning with a

safety check.

A packet containing complete information on the 1968 Traffic Safety Program
can be obtained by writing:

Auto Industries Highway Safety Committee

2000 K Street, Northwest-Washington, D.C. 20006



CHECKS AND SERVICES

SAFETY CHECKS

Essentially, the safety checks are an extension of the normal
periodic maintenance which every owner has the responsi

bility of having performed to keep the car in good running

order; maintenance some owners may "put
off"

or not fully
understand.

By virtue of your frequent contact, training and experi

ence, probably nobody has a better opportunity to help the

average motorist realize that regular preventative mainte

nance not only adds to the service life of the vehicle, but

contributes to auto safety by helping the driver, see, steer,
and stop safely.

These checks only pinpoint some of the more serious

types of conditions that may develop. Other conditions or

symptoms may be discovered during the inspection, and of

course, should be checked out. And don't hesitate to ques

tion the owner about unusual operating conditions or noises.

Many times they are caused by components that do not func
tion

"intermittently."

Such conditions that might ordinarily

pass the safety check can then be corrected before they
cause trouble.
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DIMENSION TO BE MEASURED TO

SHEET METAL.

""B-

DIMENSION TO BE MEASURED PAR-

ALLEL TO THE VERTICAL CENTER-

LINE OF THE STEERING COLUMN WITH

A 50 POUND LOAD APPLIED TO THE

CENTERLINE OF THE BRAKE PEDAL

PAD. (CHECKS ON POWER BRAKE VE

HICLES MADE WITH ENGINE RUNNING)

Figure 1Pedal Height and Pedal Travel

1. BRAKES

Ford-built brakes are built to provide long, trouble free

service. To achieve maximum service life, check the fluid

level and the entire brake system every 6,000 miles. Also

check the brake lines and the lining of all four wheels at

30,000 miles. During a safety check . . .

HERE ARE THE THINGS TO LOOK FOR:

Low or spongy pedal

Pull to one side

Excessive pedal effort

Harshness or noise

Insufficient braking action

Parking brake doesn't hold

Brake warning light operates (Dual Brakes)

Checking Pedal Travel

Depress the brake pedal (with the engine running for power

brakes) and observe the amount of pedal travel. Generally,
pedal travel

("B"

dimension) should never be more than

one-half of pedal height
("A"

dimension) as shown in

Figure 1. In other words, the brake pedal should never travel

more than half way to the floor when the brakes are fully
applied. Maximum pedal travel varies from about

2"

to 3",

depending on car model. However, all brakes should start to

take hold in the first inch of travel. When fully applied, there

should always be an inch or two between the pedal and floor

board.

The vacuum booster system of power brakes can be

checked by applying the brakes with the engine off. When

the engine is started, the pedal should fall away under pres

sure and less pressure should be required to hold the pedal

in the applied position. If no action is felt, the vacuum

booster system is not functioning properly.

2. LIGHTS

Statistics show that lights were the leading reason why many
vehicles failed the 1967 safety check inspection. Owners

tend to put off having light defects corrected. A simple thing
like a burned out bulb may seem unimportant. But cus

tomers should be reminded that a faulty light can be haz

ardous on a dark, rainy night or in a panic stop situation.

When checking lights . . .

HERE ARE THE THINGS TO LOOK FOR:

Front Lights

Check parking lights, turn signals and headlight high and

low beam operation. If headlights are part of vacuum oper

ated doors, be sure the doors open and close properly. Also

check headlight alignment. If headlights need alignment, it

should be made with a half full tank of gas, the car weighted

to equal to a driver and one passenger, no loads, and with

an empty trunk except for a spare tire and jacking equip
ment. Level vehicle by jouncing all four corners and be sure

tire pressures are at recommended specifications.

Rear Lights

Check to see that all rear lights operate. This includes license

plate light, tail lights, stoplights, turn signal lights and

back-up lights.

Side Marker Lights/Reflectors (If so equipped)

Bulbs should be checked to see that they light up. Reflector

should be checked for chipped or broken glass.

Interior Lights

Check to see that all interior lights are in proper working
order. If the car is equipped with emergency warning lights,
be sure the warning flasher operates correctly.
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Diagnosis Tips

Diagnosing lighting problems generally is a matter of deter

mining if (1) a bulb is burned out, (2) if a wire is shorted

or grounded, (3) if a connection is loose, or (4) if a switch

is faulty. Normal trouble-shooting procedures will usually

determine which condition exists.

3. STEERING

PLACE LEVERAGE AT s^~~^.
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"
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Figure2Power Steering Belt Tension Adjustment Lug

Steering is an extension of the suspension system. Hence,

for a vehicle to steer properly, tire pressure and wheel align

ment must be within specifications and ball joints must be

in good shape. If the vehicle is equipped with power steer

ing, Ford recommends checking the drive belt and fluid level

every 6,000 miles. Steering arm stops should be lubricated

every 6,000 miles and the suspension and steering system

every 36,000 miles. During a Safety Check . . .

HERE ARE THE THINGS TO LOOK FOR:

1. Power steering drive belt condition

2. Power steering fluid level

3. Excessive looseness in linkage

Checking Pump Belt

Check to see if the belt is cracked, glazed or worn. Also

check belt tension. Used belts (run for more than 10 min

utes) should be adjusted to 110 lbs. New belts, (run for

less than 10 minutes) should be adjusted to 140 lbs. Run

the engine for 10 minutes, then check belt tension. If neces

sary, adjust the belt to 110 lbs. to bring the belt tension to

the used
"reset"

specification.

CAUTION: When adjusting the power steering belt tension,

do not pry against the reservoir. Obtaining belt tension in

this manner may damage the reservoir resulting in leaks.

Instead, pry upwards on the Vi inch boss (Fig. 2) with an

open end wrench.

Checking Fluid Level

Run the engine long enough to bring the engine to normal

operating temperature. After making sure the reservoir is

filled to the proper mark, turn the steering wheel several

times all the way to the left and then to the right to expel

or bleed air out of the system. DO NOT HOLD THE

WHEELS AGAINST THEIR STOPS, AS THIS CAN

CAUSE SEAL DAMAGE. Check the fluid level again. The

fluid should be at the
"F"

mark on the dip stick, or to the

bottom of the filler neck on a pump with a straight filler tube

(Fig. 3). If fluid level is low, add Ford automatic trans

mission fluid. Ford Part No. C1AZ-19582-A or equivalent.

DO NOT OVERFILL THE RESERVOIR.

Fill to bottom of neck

Fill to Full mark on dipstick

Figure 3Full Marks-Power Steering Reservoir

Checking for Looseness

Turn the steering wheel back and forth several times to note

whether or not the steering has excessive play. If so, check

steering tie rod linkage ball joints and suspension ball joints.

If the ball joints require lubrication use Ford Multi

purpose Long-Life Lubricant. Ford Part No. C1AZ-19590-

B, or equivalent. Also check the worm and sector for proper

adjustment.

4. TIRES

Tires are important safety-check items because they greatly

affect performance, ride and handling qualities.

HERE ARE THE THINGS TO LOOK FOR:

1. Exterior cuts, breaks or bruises.

2. Excessive or uneven tread wear.

3. Improper inflation.

Cuts and Bruises (Exterior)

Check sidewall and tread for cuts, bruises, foreign objects,
etc. Repair or replace the tire as required.
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Condensed from "Hot
Rod"

AK MILLER is a legendary figure in the

world of modified performance vehicles. Ak

was co-founder of the world's oldest hot rod

club, and during his term as President of the

Southern California Timing Association, the
first Bonneville Speed Trials were run; the

modern method of classification of cars with

respect to cubic inch engine sizes versus body
styles was established; and the first sanc

tioned drag strip competition was started.

He was also one of the founders of the Na

tional Hot Rod Association. Ak has raced in

events around the world, including spe

cialized competition like the Pikes Peak Hill

Climb where he holds a record of six wins

in eight years in the sports car division.

Ford is unique in offering the services of

Ak Miller as a Performance Advisor; to aid

in the selection and application of high per

formance equipment that will be compatible

with your vehicle and personal driving habits.
Ak regularly tells

"inside"

info about the

latest in high performance in his "Flak by
Ak"

column in publications like "Hot
Rod"

Magazine. You can get personal answers to

questions by writing:

AK MILLER

Ford Performance Advisor

Autolite-Ford Parts Division

Merchandising Services Dept.
P.O. Box 3000

Livonia, Michigan 48151
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HORSING AROUND

WITH THE

MUSTANG SIX
By Ak Miller

fn answer to requests for performance information about 6-cylinder

engines, Performance Corner presents "Horsing Around With The

Mustang
Six,'"

by Ak Miller, which appeared as a two-part article in

the June-July 1967 issues of Hot Rod. Part I, which covered some very

simple modifications and readily available parts from Ford and Lincoln-

Mercury dealers, is presented in detail. Part If suggested some more

ambitious modifications. Although any skilled mechanic could make

them, they are only summarized here. Detailed information can be

obtained from the July, 1967 issue of Hot Rod Magazine.

VOL. 68 FPM 91 LITHO IN U.S.A.

From out of the past comes the Bonneville runner himself, Ak Miller,
patiently waiting for his crack at the salt in the number 13 streamlined

Ford roadster.

PART l-WITH ECONOMY IN MIND, THIS FIRST "SHOT IN
THE

ARM"

PRODUCED AN EXTRA 35 H.P.

Ford performance items for the current lineup of Ford V8 engines are

easy to come by, but when we consider such equipment for the six-

cylinder series, the cupboard is completely bare.

The reasons for this are quite simple. Six-cylinder engines are usually
found in the lower-priced models, and their basic image is one of

economy. Thus, the combination of low price and economy offers a

great vehicle for the person interested in a fine, economical mode of

transportation and one with an ample amount of horsepower.

However, there are scores of six-cylinder lovers who come up with

the question, "How do I get just a little more power and what will it

cost
me?"

To these people we would like to offer our experiences with a 1967
200 cubic inch Mustang equipped with a standard three-speed trans

mission (2.99 in first and 1.75 in second) and a differential gearing
of 3.20.

I personally felt this car would give us a good starting base since it
offered an attractive body style, a very rugged three-speed all synchro

gearbox, and had been blessed with the most robust seven-main crank

shaft six-cylinder engine ever conceived.
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Figure 1Seven Main Bearing Crankshaft

Measuring Horsepower

In the beginning I drove the car 2000 miles to stabilize the

engine which, by the way, came with the full California

Thermactor smog equipment. After bringing the engine

right up to factory specifications, I took a run on my electric

chassis dynamometer and recorded 65 horsepower at the

rear wheels. Weighed against the 120 advertised horsepower,
this sounds as if some guy at the factory forgot to give us a

full load. But such was not the case, and I would like to

digress here for a moment to explain a few pertinent facts

about horsepower meansurement.

There are three basic means of ascertaining horsepower

gains. One, of course, would be to remove the engine and

run a full series of tests on a regular engine dynamometer

stand. However, sometimes these figures cannot be correlated

to the installed horsepower by the individual who reads the

data, due to the fact that the installed horsepower is natur

ally somewhat less (because of exhaust inefficiencies, under

hood breathing, and drag due to accessories).

Another method is the practical one of trial and error

by taking the car to the drag strip, or by top speed runs, then

evaluating the horsepower gains by comparing the perform

ance gains.

The last choice is, of course, the chassis dynamometer.

We felt this method was the best way to test the actual

installed horsepower of the engine by measuring the output

at the rear wheels. The unit we used was an electric dyna

mometer utilizing 18-inch rollers. Horsepower readings were

obtained by a torque arm working through a potentiometer,

the current being supplied by two synchronous generators

driven by the rollers.

It is very difficult to come up with a 100 percent formula

for converting chassis horsepower figures into actual crank

shaft horsepower, so we will not concern ourselves with

this matter here. We'll merely give the actual meter readings

from the horsepower scale as well as the various rpm at

which the readings were obtained. Thus, we will have a

comparison of "before and
after"

readings as well as a gen

eral curve where one can readily see in what rpm range the

changes were most effective.

Enriching Carburetor Air/Fuel Ratio

Our first run on the dyno gave us a rear wheel rating of 65

horsepower at 4000 rpm. The air-fuel ratio meter read 14:1.

From past experience, this had proven to be quite lean on

our particular meter, so we immediately decided the first

step would be to enrich the mixture slightly for a little better

horsepower reading. The standard jet was found to be 62F,

so we decided to enlarge the jet size to 63V2 . Our second run

on the dyno brought the air-fuel ratio to 13.4:1 and netted

us a reading of 71 horsepower at the rear wheels (which

proved to us we were headed in the right direction).

The next step was to ascertain if we had gone far enough,

so we decided to drill the main jet out to a size .067. This

produced a further increase to 75 horsepower at the rear

wheels with an air-fuel ratio of 12.5: 1. So as not to confuse

the issue, I should state that my selection would be the .065

jet size for all-around usage where one would seek horse

power and good economy simultaneously.

Ignition Timing

We then took a check on the spark lead and its effect on the

horsepower we were getting at the rear wheels. An initial

lead of
10

offered us the best all-around ignition setting,

even though factory specifications called for 5.

Effects of Thermactor

By removing the air cleaner, we were able to come up with

an additional one horsepower rating, which in this day and

age is not bad. We were also curious about the Thermactor

device, so we disconnected this unit and took another horse

power test. Lo and behold, we neither gained nor lost a sig

nificant amount of power. This should be a revelation to all

of the people who have cars equipped with anti-smog de

vicesthey do not seriously affect the horsepower output of

the car. On the other hand, I must confess that such units do

not help the idle nor the lowspeed running. However, where

they are required by law, I would certainly recommend you

leave them as is, and be certain they are operating properly.

v> \h^yM\ win.
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Figure 2-Thermactor Equipped 200 CID Six
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Gain of 11 Horsepower

At this stage, our little six-banger was producing 76 horse

power at the rear wheels, and the only expenses incurred

were drilling the main jet and removing the air cleaner. So

our gain from 65 to 76 horsepower had been extremely eco

nomical. For the next changes, we had to dip into the till.

Installing Headers

Listening to the exhaust setup on this engine, we realized it

was designed with some inherent back pressure. This is not

all bad, as some engines operate very well with a slight

amount of back pressure. However, since we were trying to

uncork some horsepower, it was decided to attack this sys

tem "headers
on."

We took the car to Doug's Headers and

asked if they had a setup for a 200 cubic inch engine. Since

Doug's is one of the biggest in the business, we felt he would

offer some sort of header for this engine. But, once again,

the cupboard was
barethe six cylinder engine had not

been included when it came to performance goodies. Doug,

being a practical man, offered to make a setup for experi

mental purposes. He set about the job in a most workman

like manner and came up with a setup that sounds exactly

like an XKE Jacquar, or as we here in California sometimes

call them, a "Tijuana
Ferrari."

All in all, a very pleasing

sound, and certainly one that is not objectionable in any way

to the
"law"

or the occupants of the car, was produced. In

fact, I found my middle-aged foot acting like a young

whipper-snapper's just to hear the beautiful tone.

So back we went to the dyno to see what gains we had

made with the header system. Much to our surprise, we re

corded 86 horsepower, or a net gain of 10 horsepower at the

rear wheels and for a cost of around $125. The certainly

proved to be a most worthwhile venture since we not only

gained gobs of horsepower, we also got a good-sounding

exhaust that scares every Camaro six for miles around.

Installing 240 Cu. In. Carburetor

The thought then occurred that we could use a larger carbu

retor to great advantage. Nestled as it is in a very low hood

compartment, this becomes somewhat of a problem since

the carburetor has to be extremely small to allow room

enough for an ample-sized air cleaner. We found the solu

tion at our local Ford dealer parts bin in the form of a carbu

retor from the 240 cubic inch six-cylinder Ford engine. This

carburetor gave us a throttle bore diameter of 1.687 with a

venturi of 1.290. The standard unit had a throttle bore of

1 .437 and a venturi of 1 . 1 00. Since the carburetor was of the

same height and air horn size as the standard unit, we fig
ured it just had to work and certainly could do nothing but

good in the horsepower department. When trying to install it,

we found we had to open up the aluminum heater manifold

that sits underneath the carburetor to match the newer and

larger carburetor opening. This was accomplished by taper

ing it out to the size of the new throttle bore. We also noticed

the air cleaner would hit the new choke location on the larger

carburetor, so we had to work a dimple into the bottom plate

just above the automatic choke housing to make this fit.

When we tried to hook up the accelerator linkage, we no

ticed the arm on the carburetor would have to be bent a

little toward the horizontal position to line up. This was ac

complished by heating the throttle lever and bending it to a

horizontal position. This all sounds like a lot of changing,

but actually the whole job can be accomplished by any com

petent mechanic and in less than an hour.

To make the automatic choke heat-line hookup, we used

a universal stove that clamps onto an exhaust tube. Then we

used a piece of steel tubing covered with asbestos to make

the bi-metal spring in the automatic choke operate as it was

designed to do.

Once again, we went back to the dyno, hooked up the

air-fuel ratio gauge and recorded a reading of 90 rear wheel

horsepower at 4000 rpm (a gain of 4 horsepower).

Figure 3-Tube Type Headers Figure4Ford Carburetor From 240 CID Engine
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STARTER DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

NO START PROBLEMS

"It won't
start."

Probably no car problem is more exasper

ating to motorists. Many owners tolerate problems that

cause their car to run at less than peak performance, but

few customers have any patience with an automobile that

won't start. They want the problem fixed immediately.

That puts the man who services the car in the position of

having to do a fast diagnostic job. This can be particularly
difficult with a "no

start,"

what with all the carburetion,

ignition, electrical and mechanical problems that may be

at fault.

This multitude of potential problems, however, can be

sorted out according to the following more typical starting

problems: the starter will not crank the engine, the engine

will crank at normal speed but will not start, or the starter

cranks the engine very slowly. If the engine will crank at

normal cranking RPM but will not start, the trouble is in

the engine, fuel, or ignition system. If the starter fails to

crank the engine, an electrical or starter problem most

.likely
exists. This article gives detailed information on how

to diagnose and test for the latter problems.

IN THIS ISSUE
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Starting System 2

Starting Motors 2
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Autolite Equipped Cars at Indy 500. .. 8

Be sure and file this and future bulletins for ready
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GNITION SWITCH

Figure1Starting System

STARTING SYSTEM

Figure 1 illustrates the essential components of the starting system.

The battery provides the electrical power to operate the starter.

Turning the ignition switch to the
"start"

position completes the

circuit between the battery and starting motor. The starter cranks

the engine by means of a drive pinion gear that is shifted into mesh

with the engine flywheel ring-gear through a shift fork. An over

running clutch in the starter drive prevents the engine from driving
the starting motor. When the engine starts, the clutch releases and

allows the pinion to rotate faster than the armature. If the engine

were permitted to drive the armature, it would ruin the starting
motor. When the ignition switch is released, the drive returns to

the
"rest"

or disengaged position by spring action. The armature

then coasts to a stop.

Because of high current requirements, a starting motor relay is

used. The relay and heavy connecting cables are designed to con

duct heavy current flow with a minimum of voltage loss (drop).

The control circuit which operates the relay requires little current,
and therefore uses relatively light wire.

A neutral start switch, on automatic transmission equipped cars,

prevents starting except when the transmission selector lever is in

the N (Neutral) or P (Park) position.

STARTING MOTORS

1968 Thunderbirds equipped with the new 429 CID engine, 1968

Lincoln Continentals equipped with the 460 CID engine, and all

1968 Lincoln Continental Mark III models use a new Autolite

solenoid actuated starter (Fig. 2).

Figure2Autolite Solenoid Actuated Starting Motor



Operation

When the ignition switch is turned to "start", the starter

relay supplies voltage to the solenoid. Two separate wind

ingsa
"pull-in"

coil and a
"hold-in"

coil, energize the

solenoid. This draws the plunger into the coil windings,

moving the shift fork to slide the drive pinion into mesh

with the flywheel ring gear. As the plunger nears the end

of its travel, it presses against a spring loaded pin attached

to a contact plate. The contact plate completes the circuit

to the starting motor . . . only after the pinion gear is

engaged. The plunger also closes a set of contacts that

bypass the pull-in coil, to energize the hold-in coil. When

the ignition switch is released, the spring loaded pin

pushes the plunger out of the solenoid coils and breaks

the circuit to the starting motor.

STARTER SOLENOID

REAR HOUSING

BRUSHES

FRONT END PLATE

Figure3Cortina Starter

Cortina models also use a solenoid starter (Fig. 3).

All other 1968 Ford-built cars and most other late

model vehicles use the Autolite starter shown in Figure 4.

Like the other Autolite starter, it is a four brush, four pole,

four field, series wound unit. Operation is similar, except

for the method of engagement.

Operation

Instead of using a separate solenoid atop the starter to

activate the engagement mechanism, this unit uses one of

its four field coils as a
"pull-in"

coil. It's located directly
below a movable pole, and also contains a fine winding

that serves as a
"hold-in"

coil (Fig. 5).

Turning the ignition switch to the
"start"

position causes

current to flow through the
"pull-in"

coil to the ground

contacts. This creates a strong magnetic field around the
"pull-in"

coil. The magnetic field pulls the movable pole,

which is part of the shift lever, downward to its seat. This

movement, in turn, causes the lever fork to slide the drive

pinion gear into engagement with the engine flywheel

ring gear.

When seated, the movable pole functions as a normal

field pole and the
"pull-in"

coil functions as a normal

field coil. An extension of the movable pole lever opens

the ground contacts. With the contacts held open, equal

current flows through all the field coils and the armature

begins to rotate. In order to maintain drive engagement

during cranking, the
"hold-in"

coil assists in keeping the

movable pole seated to the frame and the contacts open.

Releasing the ignition key opens the circuit in the starter

relay. This releases the starter drive actuating lever and the

movable pole, which disengages the drive pinion from the

ring gear.

Figure4Autolite Starting Motor

STARTING MOTOH

Figure5Exploded View of Typical Starter

STARTER SPECIFICATIONS

TvDe Under Normal Cranking Speed Torque*" 5V Load No-Load Mfg length Wear Limit Brush Spring
,K Load (Amps) RPM Ft. Lbs Amperes Amperes (inches) (inches) Tension (oi)

Ford Positive Engagement

4 5 inch Diameter 150-200 250-290 155 670 70 0.5 0.25 40

4.0 inch Diameter 150-200 250-290 90 460 70 0.5 025 40

Maximum starting circuit voltage drop (battery + terminal to starter terminal (a normal engine temperature

Maximum Commutator runout is 0.005 inch.



TROUBLE SHOOTING

As with most service problems, getting information about

the condition from the customer greatly assists in locating
the malfunction. For instance: Will the starter crank the

engine? Does the starter spin but not crank the engine?

Is the problem intermittent or continual?

This information in conjunction with the diagnostic

flow chart (Fig. 6) should provide an accurate definition

of most starter system problems.

If the customer indicates the problem is intermittent,

the following procedure will determine if the starter drive

is faulty without removing the starter.

1. With the engine
"cold."

flood the engine by pumping

the accelerator 8 or 10 times.

2. Attempt to start the engine by holding the key in the

"start"

position.

The engine should fire immediately, but not start until

a later time. If the starter continues to crank the engine

following the "false the starter drive is okay. If the

"false
start"

causes the engine to stop turning and the

starter spins at high speed while the key is held in the

"start"

position, the starter drive should be replaced.

STARTER WILL NOT CRANK ENGINE-ROAD MAP

CHECK THE BATTERY AND STARTER CABLES FOR GOOD ELECTRICAL CONTACT.

LOOK FOR BROKEN OR CORRODED CONNECTIONS. IN PARTICULAR ASSURE GOOD

GROUND CONNECTIONS. CLEAN AND TIGHTEN THE CABLE CONNECTIONS AS NECESSARY.

CHECK THE BATTERY SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

BATTERY SPECIFIC GRAVITY OK BATTERY SPECIFIC GRAVITY LOW

* PERFORM THE BATTERY TESTS. CHARGE OR REPLACE THE

I BATTERY AS NECESSARY.

RELAY

CLICKS

I CHECK THE STARTER RELAY. OPERATE THE STARTER (IGNITION] SWITCH.

"H I
RELAY DOES

NOT CLICK

STARTER SPINS, BUT WILL NOT CRANK ENGINE

I BY-PASS THE RELAY WITH A I
* HEAVY JUMPER CABLE.

BY-PASS THE IGNITION SWITCH,

NEUTRAL START SWITCH AND

WIRING.

WHENEVER POSSIBLE, REMOVE COVER AND OBSERVE

PLUNGER POLE OPERATION ON VEHICLE.

DO NOT DAMAGE EXPOSED SWITCH DURING

STARTER INSTALLATION OR REMOVAL.

POLE SEATS

IN FRAME

POLE REMAINS IN

DISENGAGED POSITION

HARSH NOISE MOTOR FREE SPINS

REMOVE STARTER AND REPAIR.

CHECK ENGAGING CIRCUIT

WITHIN STARTER AS NECESSARY.

(SWITCH CONNECTIONS, CONTACTS, ETC

* INSPECT RING GEAR AND * REPLACE STARTER DRIVE.

PINION FOR MILLED TEETH.

T

ENGINE CRANKS

X
ENGINE WILL NOT CRANK ENGINE CRANKS ENGINE WILL NOT CRANK

* REPLACE RELAY.

r3

! CHECK THE WIRING TO THE IGNITION * BY-PASS RELAY WITH A
*

SWITCH, NEUTRAL START SWITCH HEAVY JUMPER CABLE
AND WIRING TO STARTER RELAY.

STARTER OPEN

OR SHORTED

REMOVE AND TEST THE

STARTER. REPAIR AS

REQUIRED.

STARTER NORMAL,
ENGINE LOCKED UP

ENGINE PROBLEM.

REPAIR AS REQUIRED.

Figure6Starter System Diagnostic Flow Chart

ENGINE WILL NOT CRANK

STARTER OPEN

OR SHORTED

ENGINE CRANKS

I
* REPLACE RELAY.

* REMOVE AND TEST THE

STARTER. REPAIR AS REQUIRED

STARTER NORMAL,
ENGINE LOCKED UP

i ENGINE PROBLEM.

REPAIP AS PEQUIRED.
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a.^i^ HIGH PERFORMANCE
Ainoirte

unifiii Datterv
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR TODAY'S

HIGH PERFORMANCE DRIVING

This is a brand new line of batteries from Autolite, incorporating all

the quality features of Ford's Original Equipment battery, plus new

high performance capacity and exclusive new
"unifill"

feature.

Motorists get more starting power . . . with more power in reserve,

and minimum maintenance is required. In short, this is the battery

to recommend for rugged reliability and extra high performance!

FEATURES . . .

New Unifill Design developed

by Ford Motor Company includes

unique single point checking and

maintenance. You simply open one

door to check fluid level or service

the entire battery.

Figure 1 Unique Unifill Gold Door

New Through-The-Wall Connectors minimize internal electrical

resistance for higher starting voltage, peak power output; to achieve

higher levels of performance.

Ford-Engineered Separators feature newly designed, thicker back-

web for improved resistance to shorting . . . more power and increased

service life.

One Piece Cover, Autolite's most copied feature, is epoxy sealed

to the case . . . eliminates self discharging at top ... no exposed parts

. . . easier to clean and also stronger.

Vibration Guarded patented construction leaves no room for vibra

tion. Elements are epoxy bonded to bottom of case to withstand shock

and vibration which are the principal causes of early battery failure.

AUTOLITE HIGH PERFORMANCE BATTERY LINE SPECIFICATIONS

Volts
Group
Numbers

Autolite

Type

No. Of

Plates

Per Cell

20 Ampere

Hour Rating
AABM

300 Amps. <&.
0

F.

No. Of : All 12 Volt

Minutes 10 Sec. Volt

12 24C HVU-24C 13 73 2.4 8.5

12 24 F HVU-24F 13 73 2.4 8.5

12 27C HVU-27C 13 75 2.4 8.5

12 27HF HVU-27HF 13 80 2.8 8.5

12 29HR HVU-29HR 15 85 3.5 9.0
-



SERVICING AUTOLITE'S NEW

HIGH PERFORMANCE unifill BATTERY

IMPORTANCE OF PROPER SERVICE

Autolite's new High Performance battery has been engi

neered to the highest reliability and performance standards

in the industry. The Unifill Battery incorporates a unique

filling mechanism designed for ease of battery maintenance.

Many batteries never achieve their maximum service life be

cause of the lack of proper service. We encourage you to

take a few minutes to learn about the operation of the "Uni
fill"

feature. By following the few simple instructions, you

can expect to achieve longer battery service life.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE

OF THE UNIFILL FEATURE

A diagram of the Unifill filling assembly and the component

parts is illustrated in Figure 2. The Unifill feature assures

automatic, consecutive filling of all cells to their recom

mended level. The Unifill battery filling mechanism utilizes

air entrapment (or air-lock) in the upper battery cell seg

ments as its basic operating principle. When sufficient liquid

is added to a cell to seal off further air escapement from the

normal vent-well opening, the liquid continues to rise in the

well until it overflows into the adjacent cells. In this way,

all six vent-wells in the connecting channel are filled. When

the Unifill door is

closed, a cam -actuated

release mechanism

opens an air escapement

vent to each cell enabl

ing all cells to vent free -

ly to the atmosphere.

This allows the liquid

remaining in the cover

channel and vent-well

columns to displace the

escaping air by reced

ing uniformly into each

cell at the correct, pre

determined fill level.

Figure2Unifill Battery Filling Mechanism

INITIAL ACTIVATION PROCEDURE

1. Lift gold Unifill door to its maximum open position.

Opening the door operates a camshaft which forces

baffles against the vent holes thus forming an air-lock in

the upper battery cell segment.

2. Pour electrolyte into the filler opening beneath the door

at a slow but steady rate until the top channel is com

pletely filled and electrolyte reaches and stays at the
"level"

mark in the Unifill door opening.

3. Close gold-colored Unifill door. This allows the air in the

upper cell segment to escape and permits the electrolyte

in the channel to recede into the cell openings to the

proper fill level. The fluid level in each cell should

now cover the split-ring.

INITIAL CHARGING PROCEDURE

The charging procedure, as detailed on the instruction sheet

packed with the battery, is the same for the High Perform

ance Unifill as specified for all other Autolite batteriesex

cept for venting provisions. To provide proper venting, it is

important that the gold colored Unifill door remains in a

closed position during the charging operation.

PERIODIC MAINTENANCE

After the battery has been placed in service, it should be

checked at regular intervals to assure that the fluid level is

maintained so as to cover the bottom of the split-ring in the

filler door opening. If it becomes necessary to add water, the

following procedure should be followed:

1. Water of acceptable chemical content should be used

to maintain the fluid level. Never add acid.

2. Open the gold-colored Unifill door and add water at a

steady rate until the top channel is filled and water

reaches and stays at the
"level"

mark in the Unifill door

opening (Fig 3).

3. Slowly close the Unifill door. This will release the water

being suspended over each cell and allow it to drain into

the cell compartments.

Figure3Adding Water To Unifill Battery

CAUTION: DO NOT REPEAT THIS CYCLE. IT

CAN RESULT IN OVER-FILLING THE BATTERY.

TESTING THE HIGH PERFORMANCE

UNIFILL BATTERY

All recommended Autolite battery tests which are made by

attaching test instruments to the terminal posts can be per

formed on the High Performance Unifill Battery. To per

form tests involving individual cell comparisons (specific

gravity, open circuit voltage, etc.) it will be necessary to re

move the Unifill cover. This may be done by simply turning
the two retainers

90

either direction. The complete Unifill

cover may now be removed from the battery and all cells

will be exposed. It is not recommended, that the Unifill

cover be removed unless it is absolutely necessary for testing
purposes.



NEUTRAL START SWITCH ADJUSTMENT

INTRODUCTION

All vehicles equipped with an automatic transmission use a

neutral start switch. It prevents the engine from starting ex

cept when the transmission lever is in the
"N"

(Neutral) or
"P"

(Park) position. Never, under any conditions, should

the engine start in drive or reverse. If this happens, or if it's

necessary to
"hunt"

for the proper lever position in neutral

or park, the neutral start switch probably requires adjust

ment. Failure to start in any position when the switch is

properly adjusted can be caused by an electrical or me

chanical defect in the switch or starter system. Correcting
this type of problem was covered in the July 1968 issue of

Shop Tips. This article explains how to diagnose and cor

rect maladjusted neutral start switches. Most of it deals with

the redesigned switch used on 1968 column shift models.

SWITCH ADJUSTMENT (CONSOLE SHIFT)

1966-68 MODELS

1. With the manual linkage properly adjusted, check the

starter engagement circuit in all positions. The circuit

must be open in all drive positions, and closed to allow

current to flow only in Park and Neutral.

2. Pull away the carpet and remove the screws and plates

necessary to remove the console selector lever handle

and detent control from the vehicle.

ACTUATOR LEVER ATTACHING BOLT

ADJUSTMENT SCREWS

Figure1Typical Neutral Start Switch Adjustment

Ford-Mercury ShownOthers Similar

3. Loosen the two combination starter neutral and back

up light switch attaching screws (Fig. 1 ) .

4. Move the selector lever back and forth until a gauge pin

(#43 drill, or 0.0937-inch diameter rod) can be fully
inserted into the gauge pin holes.

5. Move the transmission lever firmly against the stop of

the neutral detent position.

6. Slide the combination starter neutral and back-up light

switch forward or rearward as required, until the switch

lever contacts the selector lever actuator. If an adjust

ment can not be made by rotating the switch, loosen the

acuator lever attaching bolt and adjust the lever.

7. Tighten the neutral start switch attaching screws. If the

actuator lever was adjusted, tighten the actuator lever

bolt.

8. Turn the ignition key to the ACC position, move the

transmission lever to reverse, and check back-up light

operation. Turn off the key.

9. Re-install the selector lever handle, detent control and

console, then tuck under the carpet.

NOTE (MUSTANG-COUGAR ONLY): When the two

neutral start switch attaching bolts are loosened and the

transmission lever is in neutral, the switch must be rotated

until the No. 43 gauge pin can be inserted to a full 31/64

inch through the three holes of the switch (Fig. 2).

NEUTRAL START
SWITCH-

Gouge Pin

(No. 43 Drill)

Figure 2Neutral Start SwitchMustang/Cougar

SWITCH ADJUSTMENT (COLUMN SHIFT)
1966-1967 MODELS

1. With the manual linkage properly adjusted, check the

starter engagement circuit in all transmission selector

lever positions. The circuit must be open in all drive

positions and closed only in Park and Neutral. The

starter should engage only in Park or Neutral.

2. To adjust the switch, loosen the retaining screws that

locate the switch on the steering column.

3. Move the transmission selector lever firmly against the

stop of the neutral detent position.

4. Rotate the switch actuating lever until the guage pin
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